
ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE OF BEING RICH

The advantages of being rich are many. Being rich in money is something that many aspire to be. But being rich with
lots of money may not bring the same.

If being rich means the end of your goals and ambitions, then you are a very shallow person. Yeah, everyone
has their cons for everything, but rich people need to understand that hundreds of millions of people would kill
to be in their shoes some actually do. No, no, and no. Teasing and twit by person about your characteristics
will take their toll on a individuals emotional and mental In the yesteryear one had to transport a camera mp3
participant PDA. The more money you have, the more things you have to worry about, so, just treasure what
you have. But being rich with lots of money may not bring the same satisfactions as being rich in experiences,
friends or family. Nevertheless having more money would give me more potential positive impact on the
world. Even the poor of the poorest and the middle class encounter, problems related to love, friendship, and
other intangible things which humans find valuable so much but in reality, nothing more than chemical
reactions. Or just the people you knew before you became wealthy? Profits are not a zero sum game. I have no
need for a bigger house or a new car. It just so happened that we are dealing with this same subject in our
class. I would say that, as you are rich, it is likely to do some charities to help the poor peoples and also
participate in some volunteer work. When you have more money than what you need, you can be a part of
charity institutions so you can actually help those who need it the most. Besides, you will never worry about
your work because you have enough money to feed yourself. What fun it would be to see the local shelters
have fresh fish and vegetables to serve for dinner. Money Reasons â€” Cheers. Being rich makes many
day-to-day financial decisions moot. I believe that to be the underlying conflict in Adrienne Rich's "Rape".
But that keeps my spirit up, maybe a couple million is really all i need. It is also expected that you must keep
yourself from losing money and you must make sure that you are and will always be rich. The two first
stanzas of the poem are description about the rich man. Yeah being upset because your neighbor has a bigger
Yacht than you, sounds a lot better than being hungry for a day because you want to save your last 5 dollars to
eat the next day. Probably, you can ask somebody to help you doing some things easier and faster by paying
them. Money sounds nice, but I kinda like being a nobody. I deleted the Kipling poem after initially approving
it, because it just seemed to break up the discussion here. Some of us, no matter how much money we have,
will never be free enough to take time to stop and eat the heart of the watermelon. An article from the New
York Times helped swayed my decision. Adrienne Rich's Rape Essay Words 3 Pages Have you ever been in a
situation where you had something horrible happen in your life that you needed to do something about, but in
order to do something about it, you had to confront the problem and that caused you pain and more troubles?
The rich can afford the finest schools for their children, where their children can build relationships and
networks with other wealthy students.


